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BIO
With nods from both The Dalai Lama and Dr. Deepak Chopra,
Chandresh Bhardwaj offers a fresh, trailblazing voice in contemporary
spiritual teaching.
Chandresh hails from seven generations of Indian spiritual healers. Initially
bound to the financial world, he attended Zicklin School of Business in
New York. Upon graduating, he pursued his passion for unleashing human
potential with the help of meditation. Chandresh’s experiences lend to
his teaching philosophy, which combines ancient wisdom with a modern
approach to spirituality.
Chandresh is a disciple of his father, His Holiness Shree Chamunda Swami,
who is a universally recognized authority in spirituality.
His grandfather gave him his name, which fittingly means
“master of consciousness.”
With a long-lived fascination of the inner self’s incredible power,
Chandresh visited spiritual centers in India at a young age to seek
answers under His Holiness’s guidance. Years of meaningful practice have
taught Chandresh that we must discover truths from introspection.
CORE TOPICS
Break The Norms – Based on his powerful new book (Foreword by His
Holiness The Dalai Lama and endorsed by Dr Deepak Chopra), Chandresh
explores what it means to break through the norms we’ve been conditioned.
It is not about being stubborn or ‘bringing down the man’—it’s about following
your soul’s deepest longing and making a decision to question accepted
truths. There are no right answers in spirituality, but asking the right
questions can help us discover who we are and what we are becoming.
Signature Meditation & Sacred Mantras – Learn Chandresh’s refreshing
signature meditations to view the whole in a whole new way. Under his guidance,
you’ll discover the transformative psychological and spiritual powers of
mantras, allowing us to ignite the spirit of our Soul through unwavering focus.
You’ll develop your very own place of refuge, a space in which your mind can
rest, to halt constant streams of compulsive thinking, negative thoughts, and
desires. Activate the seven chakras and dissolve karma.
Wellness for Entrepreneurs – Learn to settle your mind and roll with the
punches. This workshop caters to the modern-day businessman. You’ll
understand how to distance from emotions, simmer your racing brain, and
surface ideas to put into action. Chandresh will teach you how to cope with
daily distractions and navigate your deepest passions to achieve your goals.

ENDORSEMENTS
“...innovative teaching style [and a] natural talent for spiritual matters.”
- HH Dalai Lama
“Break the Norms provides a powerful, yet simple approach for looking deep
within and discovering one’s divine potential.”
- Dr. Deepak Chopra
“Chandresh Bhardwaj’s fresh approach on spirituality takes centuries-old
traditions and makes them accessible for today’s busy, modern seekers.
In Break the Norms, Bhardwaj addresses taboo topics such as sex, death,
anger, and the ego in a way that inspires liberation … without imposing
dogma. Anybody interested in learning how to quiet the mind, channel negative
thoughts into higher consciousness, and see beyond their conditioned
beliefs to find their true purpose, should absolutely read this book.”
- Mallika Chopra, CEO and Founder of Intent.com and author of
Living with Intent
“Break the Norms is presented in such a compelling manner, that you’ll
finish reading both inspired and ready to make necessary life changes. The
important, practical, and easy-to-implement lessons in Break the Norms –
coupled with Bhardwaj’s unique and modern approach to spirituality – have the
potential to influence an entire generation to lead a life full of truth and love.”
- Kiran Bedi, India’s first and the highest ranked woman officer in the
Indian Police Service and author of It’s Always Possible: One Woman’s
Transformation of India’s Prison System
AUDIENCE BENEFITS
Chandresh will open your eyes to the thoughts in your mind. After hearing
him speak, you’ll leave with an enhanced understand of meditation, from self
discovery to healing. Chandresh’s teachings launch beyond traditional spiritual
guidance to meld with the needs of today’s minds. You’ll understand how to
decipher your internal voice and harness your passions to live life to its fullest.

LINKS

chandreshheals.com
twitter.com/chandreshheals (52K+ followers)
facebook.com/bhardwajchandresh (128K+ fans)
instagram.com/chandreshheals (16K+ followers)
CONTACT
Katherine Fox, Outreach & Relations
(323) 723 - 2772 | katherine@philpallen.co
Phil Pallen Collective
1507 7th St. #058 Santa Monica, CA 90401

“MOTIVATION
WITHOUT
MEDITATION
IS HALF-LIVED.”

